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SUMWIRY .... ..____ ...-.
—...-
A mathematicalprocedure is herein developedfar
o%tainingexact solutions of shear-lagyrOhlernsin flat
pane”lsand lox “be’&s-:”the method is b“~s-e-~-an “theass~p– ----
tion that the amount of stretchingof”the sheets”in-the
direction perpendicularto the dir”ect~b~a”o~””~=s”e~~~al-“’““‘-—
normal stresses ia “negligible.“Exjlici% s61-utions, in— .
eludingthe treatment”df cut~outs, are g“iv6hfor seveY%l - -—._.
cases and numerical_re.Suitsare”pres6nted in graphic-“a-!d
tabularform. The genertil‘theoryis~~-3-&4rited.in a 2L07JS-“““-‘
from which further,solutionscam be-r-e=dilyo%ta-iri6d..
The extensionof’th,etheory to cover C&r%-&ii”catieg--ofnon----
uniform cross section,’is indicated, Although theM:Tlu– -
tions are obtained“interms of infiniteseries, the‘“pr-e6~”“’ -- .
ent developmentsdtf”ferf;om those”pie-viou-slygiven .tn%. that~ in practical cases, the seriesusu-allyconver”geso‘‘-”“--
rapi~ly that sufficientaccuracyis affordedby a smali ““
number of terms. Comparis”onsare made in several ca~””ei
between the present results and the correspondingsoLu—
tions obtairiecl”by approximateprocedures&evised.by “- ‘ -‘r‘-




The theory given in this paper is to be con%id.ered
as s,ref+tnementof “approximatemei-ho~sdev”isedb-yR-ei-s&nGh-
in reference1 a“ndby Kuhn amd Chiirito-in “reference2 for
the analysis of shear-lag-pr6>3erusafidmay thus serve‘Asa --
check on ,the‘accuracyof those ~iet”h~ds”.‘Such pro%lem~ ..—_
concernthe effect of shear deformation”O-i”the state”of
stress in thjn she”ots‘whi.Ehare analyzeiin the elementary
theory of the strength of materialswithoutregard to shear
deforms.bili$y.Examples with which this-pap-erf’scorice~ae~
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sheets,by means of stiffeners,where the forces act in the
plane of the sheet,and (2) the distributionof stress in
the cover sheets of rectangularbox beams subjectedto
bending Zoads: that is, in pkhticular,the determination
of the effectivewidth of suoh cover sheets,
—.
One of the assumptionsmade in the above-mentioned.
theories,which is retainedin the fQllowingdevelopments,
is that stretchingof the sheets in the directionperpen-
dicular to the directionof sssentialnormal stressescan
be neglected. This assumption,which is m“adeplausible
by elasticenergy considerations(reference1), is essen-
tial for the applicationof the mathematicalmethods em-
ployed in most of this paper..
No further simplifyingassumption,however,I.smade
here and the problemsconsidered..arethen solved in an
exact manner, as boundary-valueproblemsin the theory of
plane stress. This work 3s in oontrastwith that of
Reissner,who obtainsapproxi~atesolutionsin substan-
tially simplerform of a more extensiveclass of problems
than the problems consideredin the present analysisby
an applicationof the principleof least work, and with *..
that of Kuhn and Chiarito,who further simplifythe prob-
lems by incorporatingthe resistivityof the sheets in the
directionof the--essentialnormal stresses into the ef- P
fects of stiffenersin this directionby increasingthe
actual areas of the stiffenersby an amount representing
an estimatedeffectivesheet width. Kuhn and Chiarito
then have to deal with sheets that are rigid in the trans-
verse directionand offer no resistancein the longitu-
dinal directionbut possess finiteshear rigidity. 4
The followinginvestigationwill include the analysis
of beams with and without cut-outs,and, in this connec-
tion, it is remarkedthat while the way was known in which
series solutionscould be obtainedfor certainproblems
concerningbeams without cut-outs,in terms of assumed
trigonometricdevelopmentsin the spanwisedirection (ref-
erences3 and 4), a–new typf3of series developmentis
obtaitiedherqin which makes possible the treatmentof both
types of”problemin an analogousway and, in addition,
possessesthe advantageof being much more adaptable to
computationthan the known typa of ser-iessolutionfor tho
problem of the beam -withoutcut-out.
This invostigati’on,conductedat the Massachusetts
Instituteof Technology,was sponsoredby, and conducted
with, financialassistancefrom the NationalAdvisory
l
—. k.- .- . .-
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modifiedstressfunctiion[H + GV(X)]
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The first problem treated concernsthe stress dis-
tributionIn a flat panel of length I and width 2W
loadedat one end (x = O) by concentratedaxial forces -
introducedinto flanges of cross-sectionalarea .&e
attached to the longitudinaledges (y = +@ and by a
concentratedaxial force introducedinto a longitudinal
stiffenerof area A,m along the axis of symmetry (y = 0).
(See figs 1*) Suitableconditions.are to be pre”ScFibed
along the edge x = I. For example, (1) the panel may
be completelyclamped along th>s edge, (2) the flanges
and the longitudinalmay %e fixed at x = 1 with the
sheet subject- to displacement,or (3) the flangesmay
be fixed while both the sheet and the stiffenerare not
attachedto a support+ It will be convenient to consider
separatelyloadingsthat are symmetricaland antisymmet-
rical with respect to the longitudinalaxis of the panel
(fig. 1) and to obtain solutionsfor arbitraryloadings
by superposition.
The second problem deals with the stressdistribu-
tion in the cover sheets of a doubly symmetricalbox
beam* support-cdin”a prescribedtiannerat one end
(x = I) and unsupportedat the other end (x = 0) and sub-
jected to a given distributionof bending loads applied
symmetricallyat the sheet-webjunctions (fig. 2).
There may be flanges at the junctionsof the cover .
sheetsand side webs and a longitudinalstiffeneralong
the center line (y = 0) of the cover sheets. The pro-
cedurewill be outlinedfor a rather general class of
end-supportconditions,while explicitsolutionswill t-
be obtainedfor the cases when (1) the structureis
completelyclamped along the edge at x = I (fig.
2(a)), and (2] the side we%s are fixed at x = I,
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but the cover sheetsare not attachedto a support(fig.
2(b)),as would be tho case at the outboardedge of a
cut-outl
Finally, the stressdistributionis determinedin an
infinitehalf-sheetrigid in the directionparallel to
its straight-edgeand loaded %y a concentratedforce, fn
the plane of the sheet and normal to the straight-edge,‘
introducedinto a Stiffenerattachedto the sheet in the
directionof the applied force (fig. 3(&)). While the
solutionin this case 9.sprobably of slightpractical
interestin itself,it was felt that it might serveas
an indicationof the Ii.mitingbehaviorof solutionsto
other relatedproblems.
BASIC EQUATIONSIN THE THEORY OF PLANE STRESSTOR
AN ORTHOTROPICMATZRIALRIGID IN ONE DIRECTION
The followingequationsmu,stbe satisfiedfor a “
state of plane strew in an orthotropicmedium of uni-
form thickness: ,
. .
(a) The:equilibriumconditionsfor an elementof the






(b) The s~ss-st~ain relationships
au
-%x- Vxcly)6X = s;=~x
av
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Vx=o J





If E is writtenfor E=, equations(2a) and (2c) take
the form







If the equilibriumconditionof equation(la) is
satisfiedby means of a stressfunction H, in terms of
(7b)
that H must satisfy the
----- ,- —.—
-’G v%) (8)
The solutionof any plane stress problem in such an
orthotropicmedium is thus reduced to the formulationof
boundary conditionsrelative to the function H and.to
the solution of the differentialequation(8) subjectto
those boundary conditions.
With H determined,the stress
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by bT a2H G a%
—=. —= — = —’- ;- — G Vfl(X)by ax bx2 E aya
G bH.
-- Gyv!t(x) +f(x)
=Y=-; ~y . (9)
while frnm eq~ation (5) there follows for the displace-
ment component u,
. {-10)
An interestingrelatiionship.between u and H can
























If the function ..-
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aH*
—=— G%ax= . ‘J
.—
(16) .
From eqaations(15) and (16), it may be concludedthat
H*+i&U=I’(xl+iy) (17)
that is, E + W(x) and & u are the real and the




Gplex variable - x + iy.E .
,.
SUMWIRY AND DISCUSSIONOF EX2LICIT SOLUTIONS
In this section are presentedexplicit.solutionsof
certainprobloms~ the mathematicalderivationsof which
are given in the two sectionsthat follow. Solutionsof “ --:
a large class of related problems can be obtaineddirectly
from the analysis includedin those sections. .—
Although tho results with regard to panelsare pre-
sented in this section only for the limiting case “inwhich
1 ==, the conrespendingsolutionsfor panels clampedat” —
the end x = Z
.
can be obtainedin all cases by re@lacing — :
-
-J;An;
e by. Coshf / “f:An- cosh ;Xn: in the givenw
‘expressionsfor the stress functions.
Unless otherwisespecified,the ratio G/E iS
assignedthe value 3/8-in the numerical calculating of
this paper. In case the loading is “suchthat the sheet
becomes wrinkled,a smallervalue of the shear modulus
r must he taken. The nature of the solutionsfor large val-
ues of the span-widthratio is such, however, that a
—
change in the value of G merely involvesmagnification
l
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multiplicationof the shear Str”esavalues by the recipro-
cal ratio.
Stresses in a Long SymmetricallyLoaded Flanged Panel
without CentralStiffener
[Panel 1]
A long panel of width 2W
(x=
is clamped”alon-~-o”neend
~) and is loaded at the en! x = O by axial forcos
1’ actin~ on flanges of equal cross—sectionalatia A
attachedto the edges (y = & w) o~th~ sheet (fig. 4(a)).
Tbe stress functions determinedin *-fUT—m
where a r-epresents the ra-tioOf the flange and sheet aroa~




:mtithe paralne.terskn are thepositive solutionsof tilrc
equation
tan An +aA; =o (20)
tho first 25 of which are listed for a = 1 anda=5
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In the case of an unflange~-panel,for which a =.O,













—- . . .
and
my
q =—w ->-....... .
!lheflange normal and shear stresses,as well as the
normal stressesalong the center line of the pane-l,for
the cases a = 1 and cc= 5, are plotted in figure 5(a),-
while the normal stress distributionsalong an edge and
along the center line for an unflangedpanel (G”= 0) ~-”e“1–”
given in figgre 5(b). (See table 2:.) It is seen that for
m= 1 the shear–lagfunction ‘Qx(X,.w) — ax(x,o) becomes
negligibleat -adista~ce from the end section e-~ua~to
about 2* times the width of the panbl (x = 5w), while if
m=5 “appreciableshear lag i~_~resentup ‘toa distance
of about 3 times the width of the panel. If no “~langes
are present, the normal stress becomes infiniteat the
point of loid app-iica-t-ion;at a distaric”e01 about 1* times
the width of the panel, however, the spanwisenormal stress




Stresses in a Long AntisymnetricallyLoa&ed Flanged Panel
without CentralStiffeners
[Panel 2.] ..
If equal and op_po_site_forces &!? are acting on the
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~ 1 + a sinz “Xn- -——[An) 1
where again a = & and the parameters An satisfythe
equation
An
tan An = - (25)
a An2 + 1
The first 15 of these parameters‘arelistedfor a = O,
a= 1, and cc= 5 in table 3.
The expressionfor bhe spanwisenormal and s“hear,
stressesin the panel follow from equation (24.)by dif=
feren$iation,
{






x tw 2a+l w ~
~si;~n~e
n=~ l+a sin2~n- —.
If no flanges are present,the expressionfor the
stressfunction reduces to
lThe irrelevantadded constantspresent in equation (24) . -
and in the expressionsfor certain of the other stress .
ffictions in the followingproblemsare due to the conven-
tion that H(o,o) = O.





The flange normal stress,as well as the shear stress
at the flange and.along the cent’erline, is plotted”for —
a= 1 and a = 5 in figure G(a), while for an uri~ang-ed
panel the normal stress along the edge and the”shear stress
at the center line are shown in figure 6(3). (See table 4.)
It is seen that in all cases the normal stresses”closely—-—
approachtheir limitingvalues at a distancefr@m the end ‘“‘-
which is less than the width of the panel. .-_ .-
, .,




If unequal loads are acting on the flanges of’_asym-..——
metricalpanel, the correspondingstress functi@g can 58
obtainedby superimposinggroper multiples of the symmet—
rical and antisymmetricalstress functions-(18) and’-(24).
.
I?orexample,if, as in panel 3, a force F is act–
ing u~on the.flangealong the edge Y=~l the other
--
flange being unloade~ (fig: 4(c)), the rel-”ant scr-ess
function is given by one—halfthe sum of the functions
(18) and (24). The correspondingstress distributionis
indicatedfor a = 1 in figure 7. H .__
Stesses in a Long SymmetricalFlangedPanel with
Central Stiffener . ..
[ Panels 4 and 5]
If arbitraryconcentrated,loads are introducedinto
the two flanges and into the central stif~enerof a long —
symmetricalpanel, the loadingmanybe considered-as“%he.-— ....L
superpositionof two loadi.ngsl”(l)equal loads Fe act-
ing on the two flanges and a l~oad”Fm “acting‘onthe gt”lff—
ener, and (2) equal and.oppositeloads”4J7 introducedinto “-‘.
the flanges,no load acting on!the sti-fferier.In the sac—
ond case (fig. 4(e)), the stiffeneris ineffectiveagd”_the”____~
stress distributionis obtaine~dfrbm e~uatio-ns(24> to
(2?).. That the stiffeneris Ineffectivefellows“from%he’ .
conventionthat the stiffeneris concentrated.along a
line. If the width,.ofthe stiffeneris small in compqri-
-.
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son with the width of the panel,”the ef~ectsactually -
presentwould in afiycase h.eneglig.ibl.e.
In the case of a symmetricalloading(fig, 4(d)) con-
siderationof the shearingaction along the two edges.of
the central stiiff-em~indicatest’hatthe shear stress is
discontinuousat the stiffener. As a result, it is four.ui
that the str~ssfun”cti.onhas differentanalyticalex_pres–
sioms-In-the two s-ectionsof–the‘panel, Because of-the
symmetry,however, it is sufficie’nt---todeterminethe state
of stress in one—halfthe panel.;In the positivehalf of












and the par~eters An are the .po:sitivesolutjonsof the . l
equation -. .—
. tan An
a % ‘n tan Xn — -=a+~
‘n
(34)
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The stresses Ox and T follow from equat”ion(30)
by differentiati~nin accordancewith equation (7).
Although the expressionin equation (30) is sometihat“corn-“----’-‘-
plicated, it is found that, except in the irnmediate.neigh-
borhood of the end x = O ....where the stressesare already ‘“ -
known, the presence of the exponentialfa-ctoY”ifithe seiie6
brings about such rapid convergencein p~actic-aI.case$ —
that very few terns of tha series are needed.for “ordina-ry””
accuracy. In a later sectionthe stress dlstrthution
associatedwith equation (30) is evaluatednumericallyfor
the case of an actual test panel (~anel10) considere-dpre-
viously in reference3. —
Panels 6 to 9 representz special case in WlliCk
4111= 2 Aea If the area of the central Stiffemeris just
twice the area Qi’each flange, the exptessio-nsinvolved-in ““-”-”
the solutianare considerablysimplified.-Itithis case .a
general symmetricalloading can be treatedby superimpas- ““- :
ing two basic loadings: (1) equal loads % Sc%ing on the
flanges and a load 23 acting on the sti~fener(panel 6),
and (2) equa,lloads F acting”on the flatiges”and q load, —.
“–2F acting on the stiffener(panel 7).. Agaiti,because dt ‘“-*
symnetry,it is sufficientin ‘eachcass to consi&er””th”e .—
positivehalf of the panel.
.
Tar panel 6 (fig. 4(f)),
inthe same way as panel 1.
by replacing w by $ and
each half of the panel behaves
!l!hestress f~ction is obtained ‘-;.—
/- \
pression for the stress functionfor the completepanel,
SO that, for o < y ~ w, .—.. — -.—:









where a = —tw and the constants An are nov-the positive ‘-
~olutionsof the equation
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tan An+2a An=0 (38) ‘
The stress function correspondingto panel 7 (fig.
4(g)) is obtainedby using I?e= - %.= 1? and’ Am = 2 Ae2
in equation(30). After some simplificationthere follows;





The first 15 of the solutionsof equation(42),,for ‘“”
-.
1
ct=-2 and a = ~, are given In table 5.,
!Ph~spanwisenormal stressesand the sh~ar stresses
at a fla~ge and at a quarter sec~ion (’=;) are plotted
for panel 6 in figure 8(a) and in ~ablo 6, fo~ m = ~
and a = ~, while in figure 8(b) and in table 7 are pre—
sonted curvesrep”rcsentingthe flange normal and shear
strossosfor panel 7. lt--~sto beremarked that-th~
Stcress
‘x is symmetrical about the c-enterline (y = O)
in both.casoi, symmetricalabout tho quarter section
[ ~\
,,Y=~} for panel 6.and antisymmetric.alabout that line
By combiningsuitablemultiples of the stress func-
tions given in equations(24), (36-),and (39), solutions
.—
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may be obtainedfor:an ‘arbitraryset of three concentrated
loads introducedinto the flanges and the stiffenerfor
.? the case in which Am:= 2 .Ae. In ytirticular,if equal
loads F are acting on the flanges while no load acts
* on the stiffener(panel 8, fig. 4(h~), the-relevanti-iitress
function is given by one-halfthe sum of the functions
given in equations(36) and (39). The normal stressesin
a flanges in the stiffener,and at a a.uartersect-ion,and
the flange and stiffe~ershear stressesare presented,
for a = ~ an~ a,= ~2’ in figures“9~a-)and 9(%), respec—
tively, and in table.8. If a load 2X is acting on tE6
stiffener,while no loads are introducedinto the flanges”
(fig. 4(i.)>the stress function is given by one—halfthe
differencebetween the functionsof equations(36) and
(39). In the present case, however, it is seen that the”-- ““-””
expressionsfor the flange and stiffenerstresses,respec-
tively, in panel 9, are obtainedby interchanging.the cor–
respondingexpressionsfor pane18. .—
.
For the purpose of comparisonthere are includedin
figure 10 curvesrepresentingthe normal stresses along ..—
the longitudinaledges of unflange~yanels Subjectedto
(1) equal concentratedaxial forces F acting at the cor- ~
ners of the free edge and a force 21? acting at the ceti—
ter of that edge, (2) equal forces F“ actirigat the cor-
ners and “aforce-2F at the center, aqd”(-3)equal and —.
oppositeforces &F acting at the corners. (See table 9.)
-.
Panels 6 and 7 can be consideredsectionsof a setii–
infinitesheet stiffenedby a series of equally spaced
longitudinal of area 2A,e and constantseparation w. —
where, for panel 6, equal axial loads 2F are acting on
successivestiffeners,while, for panel 7, s~ccessive
loadingsare of magnitude 23? but are alternatelycom-
pressive and tensile. By superpositionthe stress &is–-—
trilmtion is obtainedfor an arbitrarypair of coiic-en--”- ‘-
trat?d lbads repeatedperiodicallyalong the edge of the
sheet. For example,the stressesgitierifor panel 8 (or
panel 9) can be interpretedas the stressesin a sectio”n-
of a sheet of this type where alternatestiffenersare
not loaded, Similar statementsapply to the curvespre–
sented in figure 10. .
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Stresses in a Doubly Symmetrical“RectangularBox Beam
Clamped at–OneJZndand Subjectedto Concentrated
IlendingLoads Applied at the Free Xnd
The recte,~gularbox beam shown in figure 2(a) is sub-
jected to ccmcentratedlendingloads applied at the free
end. It is here supyosedthat no longitudinal.center
stiffeneris present, althoughtli’e.analysisof a later
sectionincludesalso the”theory in the more general case.
The stressfunction is determinedin the form




‘0=1 2 21 ‘(44)
$ is a dimensionlessparamet~r representingthe ratio
of the moments of inertia of the”web and the sheet about
the transverseprincipalaxis of the beam and is given as
the parameters An are the positi~ solutions.ofthe
equation ,
(45)
tan An ‘Phn=’o (-46)
.-
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cosh Vn
J.—
* . 1 P- Cos AD sin An ~L cosh I.Ln;T ~ ~+ 2(9+1) w
‘-02W
L. 1.(49)n=l An(l+s COS2 An) cosh Mn
It is seen that the seriesparts of equations(48) and
‘} (49) are of the nature of correctionsto the linear
stresses-predictedby the elementarytheory. Tor span–
width ratios in the practicalrange the parameters p~-
. are of such a magnitude that, except in the immediate
neighborhoodof the fixed end.(x ~ l), sufficientaccu—
“ racy is obtainedby retainingonly a small number 6f th5
terms in the series.
An alternativeexpansionfor the strass functioncan
. be obtainodby conventionalmethods, which are ‘somgw~”













s This form of the solutionhas the disadvantagethat the
.=.,
-_r..
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series, insteadof being of the nature of end correctlons$
serve to determinecompletelythe stresses. Horeover,
the convergence is least rapid in the neighborhoodof-the
flan,ges(y ,=*w) where the magnitude of the stressesis
,genorallyof greatest interest. Finally,the procedure
loading to equation(50) cannot be directly employedin
dealin~with beams..withcut-outswhile, as will be shown$
the pre6ent methods a~ply withoutmodification.
The normal stresses in thQ flangesand along the
centerline of the sheet for a beam with length-width
1ratio = 2.5 are shown as the solid curves in figure
z
ll(a} for @ = 1 and in figure n(b) for the limiting
case $ O* (See table 10.) The solutionsobtainodby
Reissner=andby Kuhn and Chiaritofor the former case wI1l
later be comparedwith the present results.
The transversedistributionof normal stress at the
root-ispresentedfor ~ = 1 %and = O in figure 12
and in table 11. The parabolicdistributionpredictedby
Reissner~ssolutionfor the case j3= 1 is shown as a .
broken–linecurve. The fact that’thestresses in the
—
flanges and in tho centralfibers”o&the beam, as pre–
dieted by the Reissner solutionand by the present solu– ,
tion, agree almost exactlyalong the enti~e span except :
for small deviationsat the root, as is shown In a later
section,indicatesthat the parabolicapproximationis
extremelyaccuratoexcept.inthe immediatevicinity of the
root. In the limiting case B = O theoreticallyinfinite .
strcssosare predictedat the rooi corners.






can be expressedas 5O-11OWSin ber’msof the fl~nge st~ess
and the elementaryliaear stress
[
x
‘off ‘O -i__ =
w l– (f3 +.1) l–~- 1J (55)
The solid curves of ftigure13 repr,esent-theratio of the
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effectivewidth to the actual width of the cover sheet as
* a function of di’stancefrom the free end”for ~ = 1 and
B 0.= (See table 12D) For ~ = 1, the effectiveroot
width is found to be 78-6 percent of the actual width as
< compared.withthe.valueof 80.1 percent obtained.by
Reissner. In the limiting case ~ = O, the sheet iS over
90 percent efficientat distances’from the-root gr6afei
than one–fourththe width of the sheet, but the effective
width rapidly decreasesto zero as the root is approached.
.
~ffect of a c~tqout On the stress Distribution
in a RectangularBOX Beam”
.—
S-;”cJectfid.to Concentrated.Free–EndBending Loads __ ‘---
.——..
If a section of the cover sheet is removeclat x = Z
(fig. 2(b)) and no sheet stiffeneris present,the stress
distributionin that part of the sheet between the free










Zw n=l ~n(~+~ Cils2 An) sinh pn




r Cos An C“osAn : sinh Wn ~








~ COS An Sin Xn Z cosh ~n ~
w Y




Zw ~=~ 1:+ p COS2 kn sinh pn
The spanwisenormal stress distrilmtion”sin a flange
and along the central Iine of tihesh”eetfor the span—width
t
ratio — = 2.52W are shown as broken—linecurves in fig-
ure 11 for
~ ~ and B= ’O,& while the variation of the
effectivewidth.along the span.as computedfrom equation
(55) is presented.for ~ = 1 and ~ = O in figure 13.
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#
postponeduntil a later sectionin which a comparisonis
made with the solutiongiven by the procedure of reference2, .
StressDistributionin a Semi–InfiniteSheet with One Stiffener ~
If a load 1? is introducedthrougha stiffenerof .
cross section A into the straight–edgeof an infinite”
half-sheetassumedrigid in the directionparallel to the
straigh~dge (fig. 3(a))$the.stressdistribution1s dOri~-
able from the stress functi”on






so that, in particular,the expressionsfor the normal
stress in the directionof the stiffenerand for the shear













Along the stiffener(y = 0) these ‘expressionscan be h’rit-






ax(x,o) = —’J”os-”y – — + sin ~ Gi y 1 (63)q-rA~ .2 ‘- 7 }
2kl’~ 2ktixriT
1
2ktx ‘ 2ktx 12ktxT(x,o)
= ~l<s,~n I—–-Si —.–A .~2 A cos*—A Ci ~j (64)
.
with the conventtinal abbreviations
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in the limitingcase “A= o, when the sheet is un— .,
stiffened”, m






and, in ~articular, the nermal stress in the directionof




,. FOx(x,o) = -- (68) ‘-t-rtkx ...-?. .—
.,
..
The correspondingstresses in an unstiffenedisotropic
—. .









It seems of some interestto comparethe stress dis-
tributionsjust obtainedwith that associatedwith a load ‘-”-
uniformlydistributedover a sn.iallarea at the margin of —.
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tho s:~o~t.-In p&rtiCUlar, if tihO 10ad F is uniformly
‘ distributedov?iran area t-z (fig, 3(b)),tho stress
f’u~ction takes the fOl+m ,- *.
co
3=
–/’,$._ ~–kxp ‘in ?t sin ~y”~p—-—ITtz ,
0 l?2”
#
and tho normal stress along the li.nc.ofsymnotryfollows 1
by differentiation,
(71)
T%c correspondingstress for an isotropicnater.ial is
~ivon by th~ oxrprossion .::
{
x
FCJx(x,o)= — tan—l ~+,_ ;
‘)
(72);T~z x %+(2 2{t~.-
In figure14the stiffenershear and normal strossos
are rap~cscnt%din their depondontieupon fi-oratios ‘
stressascorrespondingto equatians(71): (72), and (63)
aro comp.mrod.(Soo tables 14 and 15.)
MATHl!iiATICALFORIWLATIONOF THE




assumed in this sectionaro indicatedin figuro l(a). “
.
Bocausc of thcisymmetrytho transv~rscdisplacement
~lustvanish along tho lino y = O and hence, from oqua—
t-ion(4), must vanish evorywhero.’Thus tho difforontial
oqu-ation(8) for the stress function Ii takes tho form
At the froo ond (x = O) the spanwiso.no~mal stress
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8
..-
ax = %“ myst vanish cxcoptat 5.= O and at 3 = “&w
and is finite at those points, so that E(o,y) must ho
constant. Si.nco,accordingto eq~ation(7’)~tho stresses ‘
roinai.nu changed if H is increasf3dby a constant,it is
permissibleto require that .-
H(o,y) = O (74)
Bccauso of continuityof tho spanwisostrain 6X,
it follows that tho spanwisostress ax =
*
is continu-
ous at y + O and tho conditionof oquili%riumbetween
the sheet and stiffenoralong the line y = O can %0 “
written in the form
(75)
If equation(’75)is written in terms of the stress func—
tion H and if the fact that T is an-odd function of





E(x,o+) – ~ = constantay 1
(76]
It now followsfrom tho end conditian
AM”CTX(O,O)= ~ bH(o+,o)=Fay m (77) —,
and from equation(74) that tho constant”in equation(76)
Fm
—.
has the ~alue of - ~, and the conditionalong the pos-
itive sido of the line y = o takes the form
2tH(x,o+)– W(X,O) =._F
















































































(’78)is taken into acc
to ,“






























clamped so that the span—
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Eauation (78) then requires that H(l,o) = -~ and the
.











so that H(L,Y) is discontinuousat y = O unless Fm = 0,
If Fm= O, it followsfrom symmetrythat the panel can
%e consideredas clampedalong the line x = ~, so that
.
this case is then reduced to case (l).
....







Although constant c cannot in this case be determined
from static considerations,if-the stress function is - -
~.eterminedin terms of c, the additionalcondition
U(l,w) = U(2,0)









. is sufficientfor the determinationof the constant.
.-_=
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4. If the end X=l is $ubjectedto an axi”alload-
ing distribution t g(y) which.is staticallyequivalent
to the loadingat-’theend x = b; so thati ,’
tm(tjy)




it followsfrom equation (’?8)that
)
If the-preceding“resultsare summarized,the stress
function.H. is colupletelydeter~minedin the region
[o~x<l, o<y<~ and hence, by symmet-ry,over the




I-r(o,y) = o ‘- (A2)
bH(l,Y) = ~(yje,oH(t$y)+ al ---
?JX
bH(x,o) _y2tH(x,o+)-An _ =by m
(A3)
.(A4)
iJE(x,w) ~tH(x.,w)+ &e –=7-= e (A5)
*
Antis.vmmetrical loadine,-The notationsand dimen-
sions assumed in this sec”tienare indicatedin figure l(b).
Since the transversedisplacement v dOes not van–
ish in this case, the stress fun~tion is governedby the
more generaldifferentialequation (8) which can be writ-
-+
ten in the form
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.
The conditionsalong Lhe lines x = O, x = ~, and
y.~ are identicalwith those in-the precedingseciion-
and are given in equations (74), (81), and (82). Since
~x(x,~) = O from synaetry,equation (78) is replacedby
the condition
An additionalcondition :is oltainedfrQg $he q~ua-




‘x== is introducedinto equation (85) and the firstOy
term is integratedby parts, .
-w
t H(x,w) – : L aH(x,w)= ~Hdy+A—0 a~.













The followingset of equationsthen determinesthe
stressfunction H in the region {’o~x~l, o<y~w~: -
H(o,y) = o (B2)
aa(t,y)
a. H(l,Y) + al = f(Y)ax
(B3)
.-.
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Stresses in the Cover Sheets of Doubly Symmetrical30X Beams
The “notationsand dimensionsassumed in this section
are indicated”infigure 2.
If it is assumed that the bendinE loads are applied
symmetricallyabout the line y = 0, it follows as before
that the transversedisplacement:Y vanishes identically
and t-hestressfunction is determinedby the differential
equation.(73).
The conditionsalong the lines x = O and x = 1







a. H(t,y)+ al –—- = f(Y)
ax
(82)
where equation (82) includes,in particular,the case when
the beam is completelyclanpedat x = 1 [a. = O, f(y) = 0]
and the case when the side structureis fixed hut the
sheet and longitudinalare not att”achedto the support
[al = o, f(y) =0].
Along t-heYositive side of the line y=o, t-hedis–
.cussionof the precedingsectionagain leads to equation “
(76). In the present case, however,the normal stress
u,:= ~~
by
vanishesat x = O for all y, and %t f%llows
from equation (“74)that the constant–ofintegrationan
equation (76)must vanish,giving the condition












The equatio,nof moment equilibriumabout the trans-





2th axdy.+ — ux(X,W) + h Am ~x(X,o) = M(x) (89)
h/2
o
where M(x) is the moment of the applied,bending loads.
If equation (89) is expressedin terms of H and if
equation (88) is taken into account, the %oundary condi-
tion along the line Y = w follows in the forq
,.
Is
E(X,W) + Iw aH’(x,w)”_ *;(X”)h—
w, bY–- 5
(90)
In summarizingthese restilts,it may be seen that
the stress function E is determinedin the region
[o < x < ~, o e y ~ w] by the”following set of equa-
tions:






















sets of equationsderived in the precedingsectionarises
from the nonhomogeneityof the conditionsat both the
boundaries x = constantand “Y“= constant. In most cases,
however, the pr-oblemsconsideredcan %e reduced to prob-
lems of a more conventionaltyp~ by the definition .__-. ._-—–
H= @+P (91) ‘
where P is a particularsolutionof the governingdiff”er–
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-ntial equation (’73)..or (83), determinedso as to‘satisfY
either the end conditionsalong the boundaries x =.Con.—
stant or—tho equilibriumconditionsprescribedalong the
boundaries y = constant, so that the correspondingcon—
ditionsbecome homogeneousin ~.. In caso both procedures
are mossible it is preferablet-o,satisfytho equil~b.rium
cond~tlonsfor twrreasons: (1).Thefunction P so
determinedis then a stressfunction correspondingto tho
stato of stress in a sheet subjectedto e“xterualfOr~es
that are staticallyequivalentta the actual forces and,
accordingto Saint Venant1s principle,if the length-width
ratio of the sheet is sufficiently large, the two streS$
distributionswill be nearly identicalexcept in the
regions near the ends.of-the sheet-.-–--Thusthe function aj
which must be expressed,in g~ner.al,as an infiniteeeries,
is of the nature of an end correction. If, however, the
particulareolutiionP satisfiesonly the en’dconditions
along the..sectionsx“= ‘e~onstantytheinfiniteseries
representing @ will be in ge-ner;aZsignificantover the
entire span. (2) Certain Computationalad~antagesfollow
from the fact-thatif--P is made to satisfythe equilibrium
conditionsthe variationof---@ in the spanwisedirection
is expressndin terms of exponential(or hyperbolic)func— *
tions, while in the alternateprocedurethe reve~se is
true. If the conditionof supportat x = 1 is such that
f(Y) ‘o in equation (82),as is true in many praqtical
4
cases, the first procedureis applicablewith P ~ O. Cer-
tain special cases of-th~problog% constdcredhere have
been solvedby this last method (ref-nrences3 and 4),hut
the solutionsobtainedin this way are aot so well adapted
to numericalcomputationas those”obt~i,nedhere.
In the rest of this sectionthe boundary value prob-
lems formulatedin the precedingsectionare reduced to
sets of ordinarydifferentialequationswith ‘terminalcon-
ditions,all of which can be solvedby elementarymethods.
The SymmetricallyLoad,edPanel
A solutionof equation (A) ii”assume-din the-form
H = x Xn(x) Yn(y) +-p(y) ‘ (91A)
n
Now the differentialequation (Al)requires that Xn, Yn
and p satisfythe ordinarydifferentialequat-ions
pi!(y) = o (92)
.
l
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(v~\axn~(x) - -i-) Xn(x) = o
Y: I(y) +(>. 2.YJy)=o .)
(93)
(94)




The boundary conditionsof equations (A2) to (.A5)take”the
form .- --———
. .-.
J x~(o) Yn(y)= ‘P(Y)






~ iL2t‘n(o)–AmYnvo)j Xn(x) = 1-~2t P(0)-Anp’(o)+Fm (96c]j L ~.---
;IctYn(w)+Ae yni(w)-~Xu (W) = - rtp(w)+Ae P~(W)–%e..1 (96&) -L. J L .-
!Theequilibriumconditions~qu.ations(SJ6C)and (96d)
are satisfiedand “homogeneousconditions.of the type —
required’are obtainedif it is required-that ———
.. ._
-.=—
2t p(o) –Ampl(.o) =-Fm












Equations (92)and (97) are s-ufficiento determinet~e - ___
particularsolution p(y), while the differentialequa-
tion (94) and the homogeneousboundary conditions“(98)
constitutea _.=.. ___ _._flcharacteriSticvaluettproblem of the”Sturm-
Liouvilletype over the interyal O<y<w. The constants ‘“--
An are determinedas a discrete i“nfiniteset of chtirac- “““-” -
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a characteristicfunction Yn satisfyingthe conditions
of the problem is determined. Itiis a property of such ,
systemsthat the set of characteristicfunctions00 Ob-
tained is orthogonalover the intervalinvolvedand that ,
any functionhaving a continuoussecond derivativein
that intervalhas a unique expansionin a series of those
,
functions. Furthermore,,if the.permissibleoonditionof --
normalization
J’w Yna dy = 1 (99)
is imposed,the cons~antsin the expansion




aro determinedby the formula
J
w
Cn = F(U) yn(U) du (101)
with p(y) determ~nedahd the relationshipsneccs- ,
szaryfor the determinationof‘the orthonormalset
y~ (Y),} known,i. it remains to determine-Xn(x) so that .
equations (96a)and (963)are satisfied. .~f it is aseumed
that f(y) ha% a continuoussecond derivativein (O,w)”,
it follows from equations (96a)arid(96b)that, eccording
to equation (101) Xn(x) must satisfythe conditions
w
[




~. Xn(l) + al Xn!(t) =
f: ‘if‘u)- ao ‘(v ‘U(u)du ‘103)
and equations (102)and (103),
.
togetherwith equations
(95)and (93),are sufficientto ,determineXn(x).
Tho solutionof the boundary value problem of equa- ‘
—
tion (A) in the region [o~x~l;c)<y~w] is given,
as a summary,by ,
where
“z Xn(x) Yn(y) + p(y) #








2t p(o) -Ampl (o) =-Fm
t g(w) + Ae pJ(W) =Te
An aynll+ () Yn=o
~ /.
2t Yn(o) –.Am Yn l(o)= o
t Yn(w) + Ae Y~t(w) = o
w
J
Yna dy = 1
r
w
a. Xn(t) + al Xn1(2) = . (f- a.
o
P)Yn
Explicit solutionsin several cases are presentedin ‘– -
a Precedingsect,ion.The determinationof H iS il~US–
tratedby consideringthe first case in that section‘ .-
. (panel1).
Here




The particularsolution is obtainedas
..
P(Y) = cl y + C2
p(o) = o t p(w) +Apl(w) =F
1 (105) ,
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Next the funct-ionsYn(Y) satisfy the condit-i.ons
Yn(y) =..cl sin ?bnX+ C2 cos An ~ .
w w.
w .
q(o) = o t Yn(w)+AYn’ (w) =0 J .Yn2d.y= 10
from which the characteristicnumlers An are determined
,asthe.positive solutionsof the equation







W(l + a C“OS2An)
The terminal,conditionsgove$ningthe function Xn(x),














a~d the solution i-sobtaiaedin the form







tan Xn+ct An=O ....
The validity of this solution can be rigorously
establishedif the fact is taken into account that, f“or





A solutionof equation (B) is assumed in the form
H= x Xn(x) yn(Y).+P(Y) J .(111)
n
where, in consequenceof equat~on (31), thb fqnctions
x Yn,n, and ~ must satisfy the differentiale“Quaions
.
P’” (7) = o (112)
(1%1)2X&) = o‘n’’(x)-\T ) (113)
ynllt&) +(WV ynl(y)=o‘) ‘ (114)
and, As before,
(115)
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pq:o) = o.









t Yn(w)+AYn I(w) : 0I (118)‘f .Yndy=c‘0
The condition-sgiveflin equation (117)togetherwith
the differentialequation (112)unique~Y determine
—
p(y) ,
whilQ ‘n (Y) must satisfythe boundaryvalue problom con-
sisting of the differentialc’quation(308)and the homo-
geneousboundaryconditionsof equation (118). Although
this prollem is not of the conventionalSturin-Liouvillo
t~pc, it can be shown that the eharactoristicfunct-ions
Yn are again orthogono,l,over-(o,w)and that an anbitrary .
f-unctionl?(y) ha-vinga contfinuQusecond derivativeand
satisfyingthe condition J:l?(y)dy= O has a unique
expansionof the ty~~eof equati~ (1OO)where, ,if-the
functions Yn are nor~aliied,
[ Y a dy= 1 (119)rL
the constantsare giv~n by the formula of (101). Thus, if
it is assumedthat f(Y) satisfiesthe conditionsmen-
tioned, equations (116)imply equations (102)and (103).
The solutioaof the boundary valuo problem of equation
(B) in the entireregion
as a summary,by
Lo SxS~, IYISWJ is given,
H = ~ Xn(X) ,’Yn(Y).+ 2(Y)
where
P Ill=0
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()
ynm+ > ~ynl =“0
1
ynl(o) = o










a. Xn(L) + al Xn 1(2) = /( f- a. p)ynW
I
The explicitsolutionfor the case ~ = m, a. = f(y) = O
is given in equation (24).
--- - -
The Rectangular30X Beam
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equations (C2)to (C5) take:theform
~ xn(o)”Yn(y) = - P(o;y) (123a)
z ;0
t
Xn(l)+alXnr(Z)} YJY)”= f(Y)-[a. P(Z,y)+alPx(Z,y)1(123b)n
z f2t Yn(o) -
nl- Am yn~(o~ Xn(x)=-[2t P(xto}-Am PY&,.jj (123c).
It is first shown that, if “M(x) can ‘beexpreseed
as a polynomialin x, a function P(X,Y) satisfying
equation (121)can be determined.asa polynomialin x
and y so that the right-handsides of equations (123c)
and (123d)vafiish.and
Am
P(x,o) -~ Py(x”,o)= o (124a) “
Is
-- P(x,w) + Iw py(x,w) = M(x) : (124b)
w
It c?.nbe airectl~vor.ifiedthat the expression
(125)
where the law of formtion of the following terms is o%vi.ous,
satisfinsthe differentialequation (121)and the cond3.-
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constants kl, ka, . . . s S. The factor ~, where ‘12I“
is the total inomentof inertia of the cross section a’bout




Amhas been chosen so that the leadingt~rm — -
12
y+z
satisfiesthe conditionof equation (124%). The constant





after which the constants ka, ka, . . . . . canbe deter-
mined so that the coefficientsof MIT(x), M~I(x), . . l l .
in equation (124%)vanish. It appears that, If M(x) in-
volves only odd Towers of x, the polynomial p(x,Y)
satisfiesalso equation (C2) as well as equations (cl),
(C4), and (G5). It may also be noticed that the leading
tern “y’:(y+~) “ .“correspondsto the stress distri—
—
bution given by the elementarytheory of the strengthof
materials, accordingto which the s~anwiaenormal stres—s
u.x does not vary in the transversedirection”.
—
The conditionsof equations (123c)and (123d)are now
fulfilled if y~(Y) satisfiesthe $turn-Liouville ~tio%lem
consistingof the differentialequation .-
-=—L
w’=+Ynff + Xna Yn= o (128)
.-




Yn(o) –ZYJ{O) = o
Yn(w) +W: Ynqw) = o
s J (129)
If it is assumed.that f(y) has a continuoussecond
derivativein (O,w), it follows from the remarks”made
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in connectionwith equations(100)and (101)that, if





f{ f(Y)-ao~(z,Y)- )alPx(l.,y~ Yn(y)dy (130b)o
and these conditions,togetherwith equations (122a)and
(122c),determine Xn(x).
Hence, finally, the s~lution of the problem of equa-
tion (C), in case M(x) can be expressedas ECpolynomial,
is given by equation (120),whore P(X,Y) Is glvcn in
equation (125), ~ (Y) is determinedby oqua$ions (128)
and (129),and Xnfx) is determinedby equations (122a]
and (139).,
The ‘Ieffectivoarea’rof the combinedcover sheehnd .
central stiffener,definedby the-relationship ~
~off~x(x,wl= (Am+ 2tw)eff~x(x,w) = 2t
.[ axdy+Anax(x,o) (131)
o




and the actualflange and stiffenerstressesas follows.























if 130central stiffen6r is yroqent,
~ffoctivewidth of the cover sheet to













































































tan + o1’ (137j$ Iw-—Is
—-
while the fUllctions Ynw form
—-—___-=
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yn(Y) =Yn 6in An; 1
Yna=” ““” 2“---” JW(1+ p Cosnn) .(138) .
The turninalconditionsgoverningthe functions Xn(x)





‘=(Z ao+al)oo’Yn(P+1) ‘~—a.oxn(t)+alxn’(l) = ~
n
p.ndhenc-, from equ”ation(122)
cos Ln (Zao’+al)sinh vu f
Xn(x) = W2 u~ Yn(fJ+l)-y--- —-—— - (140)
n lao”sinh~n+~lpn coshPn
If these expression are introducedinto equation (120),
the stress function is “determinedin the form
The stresspatternsderivedfron equat”~on(141)in the
cases a. = O and. al = O were discussedin a preceding
section.-
In case the sheet, the stiffener,and the side str~c-
ture are rigidly clampedat x = 1, so that a. = f(y)=o
in equations (C3) and (123a),the general so~ution for ar~i-
trary M(x) can also be obtai.ned.verysimplyby the alter-
nate-procedurementionedat the %&ginningof this eecti.on.
If P(x,y) = o, equations (123a)“and (123b)are satisfied
if Xn(o) = Xni(t) = O so that, fl-.omequation (122),
(2n- l)mi
U’n= ‘—- 2










M(x) : = Y (2n- l)nxan sin — 2t
nil “








Yn = 1= sinh an + — bn cosh 8n2tw ) .-
(
Am
+ 15nIw cosh 6n + ~~ an
“)sinh in (145a)
Thissolutionwas gives for the sPecial case ‘n ‘hich..Am= 0 ._
llx
and M = MO sin — by Younger (reference~) and for arbi- ,.2Z
trary M with An = O %y Kuhn (reference3).
The Semi-InfiniteSheet with One stiffener -_
In order to determinethe stressfunction cOrresPOnd—
ing to the state of stress in a semi-infinitesheet sub-
jected to a load intr~ducedinto “astiffene-rnorrna~to f~e
straight-edge(fig-~(a))J a different‘yFe ‘f groc~.dure._
-.
is needed,, If the Y
.
axis is taken along the s~ralght-
edge and the x axis coincideswith the stiffenerand if
the sheet is assumedrigid in the Y {irection,the stress
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H(o,y) = o (~47~)
H(@,y) = O (1473)
aH(x”,o) = ~
-2t E(x,o) + A—— (147C)
by
H(x,=) = ,0” (147d)
If It-is assumed that H is the Laplace transfo~m of a
function g to he determined,it follov~sthat
w





g(o, p) = Q
so that .





where h is an arbitraryfuuctio~ of P.
If t-hisexpressionis introducedinto equation (148),
‘condition.(147c)raguir- that h(p) satisfythe intigral
equatiO.11 ,. .,..-. ,
F/f(2t+A p)h(p)sigkx~dp =–T .(152)
0. ,
which has as solutiont-heexpression
—
(151)






h(p)= -:”- “1 ““~ (153)
P (2t+ Ap)
Thus a formal solution of the problem is determined
in the form
(154)
It can be shown without difficultythat the conditionsof
equations (147b)arid(147d)‘are s~tisfied and, furthermore, --
that the expression (154) constitutesthe rigoroussOlu–
tion of the problem.
The stressdistributionassociatedwith equation




Although the analysis of panels is not includedia
reference1, approximatesolutionsfor most of the cases
consideredin the third section can be found by the pro-
cedure of reference2. In that procedurethe effect of .
the transversestretchin~of the sheet is neglected.,in
accordancewith the present theory. In addition,it is
assumed that the resistivityof the sheet in the spanwise
.
directioncan be neglected if the sheet area ia added to
the area of the central longitudinal,or treatedas a
fictitiouscentralstiffness in the absence of a longi–
ttidinal,and a substitutewidth of one-halfthe actual
panel width is used in tliesubsequentcalculations..__. ..=
.
In order to investigatethe agreemeqtbetween thg
results of this procedure and the present results,panel
8 (fig.4(h)) is considered. In this case the expres- .=
sions”for the flango stress ax(x,w) and for the average














aa(x) = —--’’-—— 1
—e ) (156)Am + 2Ae + 2t W






E 2 &+ 2t w Ae). .
The transversevariation of the spanwisenormal stress .—
at each.spction.is as”sumgdin reference<2to foll~w a m
hyperbolic-cosinelaw, in terms of whl~jbtke fit~e~svari- -
ation in the longitudinalcan be expressed..
For the numerical.evaluatiotiof the solutionstwo














corresponding,respectively,to the cases a = ~ and
5-a=- in”the third section-2. Figures 16(a) and 16(b)
present a comparisonof the resu~ts of the two procedures.
It may be noticed that the Kuhn solutionin general.over-
estimatesthe magnitwdeof the flange stressesand under-
estimatesthe longitudinalstrpsses,with a resultant in-
crease’ i.nthe predictedshear—lageffect,which becomes
smalle~-as the contributionof the sheet to the tohl area
of the panel.decreases. l
The deviationof the Kuhn solutionfrom the exact
solutionin the neighborhoodof the loaded end of the
panel is partly due to the fact tihat,in this region.,the













Doubly SymmetricalBox Beam with ConcentratedTip Load
If it is assumed that no central-sheetstiffeneris
present, the stressesgiven by the procedurein reference
1 can be ,writtenin the form “ .
{
x







where Go and B
and the parameter
7 (36+ 1)(613+1) sinh KR ~
—— ——- 1 (160)













This solutionwas obtainedby an applicationof the method
of least work, under theassumption of a para%olictrans-
verse distributionof the spanwisenormal strep~ ax.
Accordingto the procedure of reference 2, it is_gec-
essary to incorporate the sheet area. ,2tw into a_f_tcti-
tious centralstiffnesq. The followingexpressionsare
then obtainedfor the flange stress and the average sheet -














The stress variationalong the center line Of the sheet is
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again determined%Y assumingthat the sheet normal stress




For a numericalcomparisonof these solut-ions, the
fOllOWingValues of the parametersare chosen In the same










1’ a$cordingto t,hetwo Procedures, areUo
com~aredwith the corres~ondingfunctions.obtainedbY the
present procedurein figure 17. It is sees that tho *
Reissner solationis in close agreementwith the Tresent
solution,except in the immediatevicinity of the fixed
end, where differencesof 11 percentand 8 percent occur a
in the stress correctionsat the Center of the sheet and
.
at the flanges~ respectt+cly,correspondingto differences
of 2.7 yercent and 0.8 percent,respectively,In the val-
ues of the stressesthemselves.-The shear-lagef~ct .
predictedby the Kuhn solut-ionis again considerably
greater than that given by the presenti-procetur.e. Differ-
ences of 62 percent and 35 perceht are present in the
root—stress”cot”rections at the center of the sheet and at
the flanges,respectively,correspondingto differencesof
35 yercent and 4 yercent in the e,ctua~stress values-
In Vj.ewof the fact that for a uniform box beam sub-
jetted to a concentratedtip load, tha shear-lageffect
is comparativelysmall and is appreciableover only a
small part of the span.,it seems desirablefurther to com-
pare the isolationsobtainedby the approximatemethods and
%y the present-procedurefor other types of beam and load-
ing where the Shear-1ageffects are more pronounced.
.
Ilffectof a Cut-Out in the,C”overSheet of a BOX Beam
.—
The ReissnerprocedureiS n~t directlyapplicableto
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.
the analysis of cover she~t~ with cut-outs,since in the
vicinity of tilecut-outthe transversedistributionof
ax is no longer approximatedby a parabola. It may he
pointed out that a least-work solution of the type con-
sidered in that procedurewould be obtainedif it were-” —
assumed that the differencebetween the actual normal
stress *X and the elementarystress ao~ is ex3ros-
sible as the product of a function of x and a function
of y. I.fthen the conditionsof equilibriumwere satis-
fied and the method of least work were applied,a corr~c- ‘-=
tion would %e ‘obtainedthat would be identicalWith the —
first term of the seiies given in equation (57)..The cor~-”-- ‘“-
respondingstress pattern,for the values of the parameters
listed in equation (166),is compared in figure 18 with
the pattern’obtainedby retainingthe completeseries.
It is seen that the first term of the series“affords&“- .
reasonablyaccurate correctionat A dl.stancefrom the ‘
cut-out greaterthan one—halfthe width of the sheet.
The correspondingsolutionaccordingto the Kuhn proc-
edure can be written in the form
—
where.,as before, Us(x) is the average sheet stress and
.K is definedby e~uation (165). The stress patterns;
for the values of the.parametersgiven in eqUatfon (166),.
are comparedwith the present results.in figure 19% It
is seen that-theshear-lageffect “is greatly“o~er”estimaie”d”
by the Kuhn solution and that, except in the imn9diate
vicinity of the cut-out,where the stressesare already
known, a hotter approximationto the actual stressesis
given by the first two terms of the present solution.
.
NUMERICALAPPLICA!I!ION01’THE THEORY TO A TEST!PANEL
.
..
In order to illustratefurther the numericalevalu- -‘j _..
ation of the exact theory, the panel sketched in figure
. 4(j) is analyzed. The results are the~ com~ared_w_ith_the ._
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experimentaltest results r~p-ortadin reference3 and with
the approximaterG~ult-sp~esefit9din thatipaper.
If the stressfunction (30) is modifiedin accordance








the expressions..fortho.stiffcnor”and flange strossos
low from ~quation (?a) in tho for-m






whore, from cquati’on(34), the ~~fistantsAn arc tho ,
solutionsof the equation -;
(1’71)
and tho dofinitions of the rctiaini~gconstante, as .givon
in cqua.t-ions(32)and (33),tako the form
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In accordance with the.notation of the..third ~ec-









AZ]= Ae = 0.366 I
E=o,~.
2! J






First, fron equation (171),the p~.ra~otersAn are d~ter-











The results obtainedby introduci-ngthedata of c uations-““
?)(174), (175),and (1’76)into equations (169)and 170 are ““
presented in tabularfornand the conputedstressesare __
con~aredwith tho correspondingvalues detcrnfnedby
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The calculatedstresses,to~ether-with the test data
taken from reference3, are presentedgraphicallyin fig--–
Ure 20. ..——
It is seen that the convergenceof..~.he_:e.riesig
sufficientlyrapid that only two terms of the correction .—
series need be retained. While the prescribedhoundary-
valUeS (notedin parenthesesin equat~oqs(177) and (178)) -
are not yet attained,this fact is of no consequencesince
the values ate known and since the calculatedstressval-
ues at a distance of only 3 inchesfrom the free end”atii
apparentlyaccurateto three significantfigures. The
Kuhn solutionwas calculated.by associatingone-halftlie
sheet area with the longitudin~land the remainderwith
the two flanges, and is in very good agreomb”n%w“~-h~k’e
present solutionexcept near the ~oint of load applica- -
tion.
The discrepancies%etween the theoreticaland the
test values, as was pointed out in refe”ronce3, can be
attributedto two factors: (1)because of the magnitude
of the loading,an observedtensionfold was detielopedon
each side of the panel near‘th,eloaded end, reducing the
effectiveshear modulus in this region; and (2) the fact
that the flang~ stress readingsnear the root of.the~h~el
are actuallyless than the staticallyrequisittiliinf%~ng
values for an infinitelylong yanel must be accountedfor .—
by assumingan elastic deformationof”the steel triangle
which served as the ‘panelsupport. . .-:
MISCELLANEOUSEXTENSIONSAND MODIFICATIONS03’THX THEORY
Analysis of TaperedBox Beams
The proceduregiven in this paper can be .~xtendedin
many cases to apply to box beams or panels the crbss– ‘ _ ‘-‘“~’
sectionalcharacteristicsof which vary along the ~p”a—n.
Three explicitcases may be mentionedQere. ---
. - ---—-
—.
2a32eLQJuaQhigL– The basic equations (C) again
apply. If it is assumed that the side-webcharacteristics“- —
also vary in such a way that the ratio of the contributions
of the we% and of the sheet to the total stiffnessof the
beam remains constantalong the span, eo that
B :W==— constant (179)
s
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tho eff.octof varying height can be taken ~n~o accountbY
-k An- M(x)” bymerel,yreplacing
21 dxn S(? :) ‘n ‘ho
definitionof the function ~(x,Y) aS given in equation
(125).
~or in cover-sheet thickness.-If the problem is
formulatedin terms of the stress rbsuLt-antsrather than
in terms of the stressesthemselvesand if a stressfunc-




it is found that @ is determfnod.bythe differential
equation
(181)
cnd boundary conditionsthat differfrom those which
apply-to the function H in equation (C) only by the sub-








the solutioncan be readily obta.inodin terms of—Besse~
functions;by a modificat~onof the.procedure 07 a preced-
ing sec~io~f~r beams in which the cover-sheetthickness
varies accordingto a law of the fo.r”m
.,
t (x) =to(x+xJ: (193)
For example,if a b“oxbeam.in,yhich the cover—sheet
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t(x) = t xR; (184)
is su%jectedto a tinif~rmlydistributedlord of intensity
PO, so that —
.—
M(x) = : p. X2
and if the beam is fixed at the end x--=~ (QO centra;
sheet stiffenerbeing present), the stressfunction
i-sobtainedin the form
where 10 and 11 are modifiedBe~sol functions of the
first kind, of Orters zero and ~ne, ~. is-the maximum ‘
elementary,stress, and the remainingquantitiesarede-
fined in equations (45)and (46). ~roa equation (180)
the stressesare given by the expr”e~s”io”h-s —. -.
J
An a~proximatesolutionof the same pro%lornis given in
reference5.
Tapered cover–sheetwidth,- The principalmodifica–
—-—
. tion necessaryin case the width Of the ~hcet Tari~s ia
tho spanwisedirectionarises from the fact that the nor–
mal stress in the flangecan n~ longer%-eidentifiedwith- —-
. the spanwisenormal stress in the “adjacon{-”sheetfibe~$,
but is related to the sheet stressesby the expircssiou
—
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[a(x)] C+x,w)cos%+ ay(x;lv)sin26+T(x,w)s~~ 26 (189)flange= . I.
where 6 is the angle between the x-axis and tho noraa~
to the edgo of the sheet. .“
A More GeneralOlaSS of End-supportConditions
If equation (c3) is replacedby a condition ~f t-he
more general form
t)tI(2 y)+a2 &H(l,Y) a3E(~!J0+
aoH(g,y)+al.—--~_ +a3— -f(y) (190)
ax 3.+ dx3 ““”-
equatfion(122)can bo used to rewrito the equationreplac-
ing equation (123b)in the form
Y{-
.()Vn 2Iao+az +, ....-i- 1 Xn(t)~ Ln ,-
1 (.),
JJJna
+’Z31 + as T + *D’**lXJ(’]‘n(y) ‘_:
= f(y)’-[aoP(l,y)+~lPx(J,y)+aaP.xx(~,Y)+a3pxxx(~JY)+”..](191)
The only modificationin tho solutionthcroforcconsists
in replacingtho terminalconditi.GnQf equation (130b)hY
.thocondition
w1~ %= “f(l.L)- ao.P(:~”;u)-alpx(~lu)-a2 Pxx(t!u)-O”Sl O)Yn(u)du
‘o (192)
For example,if the box bear~is attachedto an e~as-
tic springlikcsuppoEt~the ond condition‘s ‘f ‘he ‘orm
,.
..
U(l,Y) ‘“- c.ax(2,Y)“ ‘ (193). .
. .
If both sides of equation (193)are’di.fforo’ntiatodwith
respect to y, and if equations (5), (?), and (Cl)aro
used, this conditioncan be writ-ten
NACA TechnicalNote No.





I’ortho case of a conccntratodtip load, equation (139b)
is now rcplaced,accordingto equation (192)?by
-.
(Vn\2 Cos AnCE ~) Xn(l)+xnl (t) = ;ao ‘n(B + 1, “~ n





and the stressfunction is obtainedia the form
.-
BOX Beam wi,thOne Cover Sheet
(197)
If a box lean carriesa cover sheet on only one side,
the equ~tic~of moment equilibriumabout the neutral ~is
becones (scoreference6, p. 11, equation (12))
( 5)JW-’+A. (d’+2)=“(X”‘“8)IWOX(X,W)+ at d’+
where, in additionto the cons’tnn.tspreviouslydefined;
Aw is the cross—sectionalarea of the two side webs
(includingthe corner flanges) and -d is the dista~~ee~~~ri
the -planeof the cover sheet t.othe neutral axis.
tion (198)is expressedin terms of H and if equation “
(88) is taken into account,oqua.tion(?0) is now””.replaced—_. :




It follows that the results of the precedin&sectionscan






The shear-lng analysis of the present paper presents
mathematicallyexact solutionsof severalproblems that
have been previouslytreatedin .g6neralby approximate
nothodso Although tho results@tiictly apply only to
bea~~sand panels that are theoreticallyrigid in the
transversedirection,it seems probablethat they are
applicablewith reasonableaccuracy in e.ctualcases when
stiff chordwiscri%s are present. !l?h~solutionsaro ob-
tained in the form of rapidly convergentinfiniteseries
that are much noro adaptableto numericalcomputation
than exact solutionsthat have been given elsewherein
certain specialcaseS, .
On the basis ofc-onparisonsof--thepre9entresults
with approximatesoltitions given by Reissner and by Kuhn
and Chiarito, it ‘appearsthat-in cases when both the
approximatesolutionsare applicable, for exanple, uniform
rectangularbox beans without cut-outs, the Reissner soIu—
ti.ons are fn better agroemcntwith the exact solutionsthan
aro the solutionsgiven by the nethods of Kuhn and Chiarito. ..
In other cases for which the Roissner procedurewas not
designed,for exanple,%OZ beams wit-hcut-outsand panels
luadedby concentratedaxial--forces,the sOlutiOnS gf.ven
by the procedure of Ktihnand Chiaritopredict shear-lag
effects that are in general considerablylarger than those
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Table3,- 6olutionsof tan ~ . kn
@.#+1Ttile1.- 601uti0nsof tan ~ + tin . 0.









































































Tabb”2.- Streoass in “P-1 Ho. 1. T6b104.- Stressesh Pfmel“Ifo.2.









































ITable5.- aolutionsof Oot ~ - a% . 0.
Table‘7.- Shenses in PBn41Ho. 7.







































































































































































































































lWle *.- Stresoes in POruIlh. 9.(a . ~)
1 1 1 1
.-
Tab109. -Edge sfawm la umtirmned Pma3. (a. O)
-$#TdX,T).
x
ii PanelHo. 7 Pmel 10. 8 PanelHo. 2






























































































TableL - TmrmversqDlntributlonof RootIION
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fora boxbeamwithoutcut-outsB = 1; z= 5W9
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